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o An allegation can only be determined HIB when the statutory
requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:37-14 are met. The following are
required:

o HIB can occur from a single incident or a series of incidents.
o Mode of HIB (at least one of the following must be present to

find HIB):

o Verbal Communication,

o Written Communication,

o Electronic Communication,

o Physical Act, or

o Gesture.

3

o Reasonably Perceived as Being Motivated by an Actual or Perceived

Characteristic (at least one must be selected to find HIB):

o “[T]he comment must be objectively perceived to a reasonable
person as motivated by the characteristic.” Melynk v. Teaneck Board
of Education et al., 2016 WL 6892077 (D.N.J. Nov. 22,
2016)(unpublished).

• Race, • Color,

• Religion, • Ancestry,

• National Origin, • Gender,

• Sexual Orientation, • Gender identity or expression, or

• Mental, Physical, or Sensory 

Disability,

• Other distinguishing

characteristic. 
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o Impact (at least one must be present to find
HIB):

o Substantially disrupts or interferes with the
orderly operation of the school –and/or–

o Substantially disrupts or interferes with the
rights of other students.

5

Facts:
o Two incidents of HIB were alleged:

o D.K. was allegedly called a “know it all” on the bus and another student
said, “I hope you get brain damage” and bumped his school bag.

o A student made comments about his Korean descent by asking why he
was wearing yellow for spirit day because, “you’re already yellow…you’re
Asian.”

o The ABS investigated and found that the first incident was a student conflict
about their ability in math and, therefore, was not the result of a
distinguishing characteristic.

o The ABS investigated the second incident and found that it was based on an
actual or perceived characteristic, it was insulting or demeaning, and it
occurred on school grounds; however, it did not substantially disrupt or
interfere with the orderly operation of the school or the rights of other
students. This finding was based on the fact that D.K. stated: “fortunately,
this was not problematic for my learning experience, but it ticked me off at
the time.”

Substantially Disrupts or Interferes
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ALJ Decision:

o The ALJ affirmed the findings of the District stating

substantially the same reasons as set forth by the

ABS, including noting D.K.’s grades (A’s), his

attendance during the school year, and that he had

not sought counseling; however, the ALJ also

concluded that it was not established that the

offender’s actions were based on an actual or

perceived characteristic.

Substantially Disrupts or Interferes

Commissioner Decision:

o The Commissioner affirmed the decision; but did not agree with the reasoning in the second
incident.

o The Commissioner found that with regard to the second incident, he was “constrained to agree
that petitioner failed to meet his burden of demonstrating that the comments substantially
disrupted or interfered with the orderly operation of the school or the rights of other students.”

o In reaching this conclusion, the Commissioner cited D.K.’s comments as well as a student
witness statement that D.K. did not appear upset.

o The Commissioner also analyzed the matter based on prior case law regarding the substantial
disruption standard. In G.H. and G.H. o/b/o K.H. v. Franklin Lakes Board of Education, OAL Dkt.
No. EDU 13204-13 (Feb. 24, 2014), adopted (April 10, 2014), a substantial disruption was found
when “students are so upset or embarrassed that they are not ‘fully available for learning” and
in T.R. and T.R. o/b/o E.R. v. Bridgewater-Raritan Regional Board of Education, OAL Dkt. No.
10208-13 (Sept. 25, 2014) adopted (Nov. 10, 2014), where students are so affected that they
report the incident, the orderly operation of the school may be disrupted.

o Under these prior cases, the Commissioner found that D.K. indicated that the comments were
not problematic for his learning experience and other students did not appear affected.
Additionally, no other evidence to the contrary was presented.

Substantially Disrupts or Interferes
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o Additional Impact (at least one must be

present to find HIB):
o If the actions are such that a reasonable person should know, under

the circumstances, will either:

o (1) have the effect of physically or emotionally harming a student;

o (2) damaging the student's property; OR

o (3) placing the student in reasonable fear of physical or emotional harm; OR

o Has the effect of insulting or demeaning any student or group of

students; OR

o Creates a hostile educational environment for the student by

interfering with a student's education OR by severely or pervasively

causing physical or emotional harm to the student.
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o It must take place on school property, at any
school-sponsored function, on a school bus; or

o Off school grounds as provided for in N.J.S.A.
18A:37-15.3, in cases in which a school employee is
made aware of such actions and subject to the
following restrictions:
o Only when discipline is reasonably necessary for the student’s physical or

emotional safety, security and well-being or for reasons relating to the safety,
security or well-being of other students, staff or school grounds, pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:25-2 and N.J.S.A. 18A:37-2; and

o Only when the conduct, which is the subject of the proposed consequence
materially and substantially, interferes with the requirements of appropriate
discipline in the operation of the school.

10
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Facts:

o A high school student brought claims against the Board alleging

violations of his First Amendment rights when it suspended him

for making out-of-school posts on social media outlets that

contained comments on fellow students.

o The student posted a YouTube video criticizing a football

teammate for which he was suspended for two days.

o The student also co-owned a Twitter account that had

disparaging comments about several students for which he was

suspended for nine days. A juvenile complaint was also filed for

his Twitter postings.

Facts:
o Parents and students reported the Twitter account, that included postings

such as:

o THOT list (Those Hoes Over There) Quads [a nickname used to refer to
certain family members who were students at Cedar Creek] Brittney E
[***];

o “I wonder if @m[************] owns a can opener because if not, her
teeth can DEFINITELY get the job done”;

o L[**********#twins #buglookingnigga #bigeyes;

o @L[*********** @L[****_M[******]. You should get married and have
kids, I’ll show you what it would look like #bigeyedbanana (pic attached on
twitter);

o There is nothing funnier than a senior who doesn’t start so
@a[*************] cracks me up; and

o Usually girls get better looking when they get their braces off but that not
the case with @K[***********].
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Facts:

o The student initially denied involvement in the Twitter account,

but the co-owner admitted that the postings were shared and

Dunkley ultimately admitted to some postings.

o The District found he violated the Anti-Bullying Bill of Rights Act.

o Plaintiff alleged that his postings were innocuous and not

disruptive to the school.

o The District argued that they were HIB, they disparaged other

students, and along with his initial denial of involvement, caused

a substantial disruption to the school and implicated the

District’s responsibility to respond under the Act.

o The student filed a claim in District Court that the district

violated his free speech rights, and the Court looked both to a

student’s right to free speech in school as well as a school’s

authority to limit expressive conduct outside of school.

o The Court found off campus speech can be disciplined “if a

school can point to a well-founded expectation of

disruption…”.

o The Court found that Plaintiff’s rights were not violated where

Plaintiff’s speech “was of the type the school was permitted –

and indeed required to – restrict.”
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o Additionally, students complained, the administration had to investigate,

which took them away from their school duties, and the disruption was

compounded by Plaintiff lying about his involvement.

o The Court found that combined, this constituted the “material and

substantial disruption” to the “work and discipline of the school”

requirement necessary to discipline for out-of-school speech.

o The Court also compared Plaintiff’s Twitter posts to prior cases involving

parody pages of administrators, which it deemed were not analogous

because they insulted the principal but did not substantially disrupt the

school environment, and a hate website made by another student that was

analogous, because it violated the school’s HIB policy and was disruptive to

the school. See Kowalski v. Berkeley Cty. Sch., 652 F.3d 565, 368-69 (4th Cir.

2011).

o The Court noted that technology today makes it very difficult

to trace First Amendment boundaries along the physical school

campus.

o Ultimately, the Court found that “the First Amendment does

not protect student speech that amounts to harassment,

intimidation, or bullying of other students.”
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Practice Tip:
1) Ensure that all other requirements of the Act are met.
2) Assuming it meets all the criteria for the HIB standard,
can the District establish that it did, or reasonably
believes it will, “materially and substantially interfere
with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the
operation of the school”?
3) Is it reasonably necessary, for the student’s physical or
emotional safety, security and well-being or for reasons
relating to the safety, security and well-being of other
students, staff or school grounds?
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o All acts of HIB shall be reported verbally to the school principal

on the same day when the school employee or contracted

service provider witnessed or received reliable information

regarding any such incident.

o The principal shall inform the parents or guardians of all

students involved in the alleged incident, and may discuss, as

appropriate, the availability of counseling and other

intervention services.

o All acts of HIB shall be reported in writing to the school

principal within two school days of when the school employee

or contracted service provider witnessed or received reliable

information that a student had been subject to HIB.

o First Level: Initial Investigation

o The investigation shall be initiated by the Principal or the
Principal’s designee within one school day of the report of the
incident and shall be conducted by a School Anti-Bullying
Specialist. The Principal may appoint other personnel to assist in
the investigation. N.J.S.A. 18A:37-15b.(6)(a).

o The investigation shall be completed ASAP, but not later than 10
school days from the date of the written report of the incident of
HIB. In the event that there is information relative to the
investigation that is anticipated but not yet received by the end
of the 10-day period, the School Anti-Bullying Specialist may
amend the original report of the results of the investigation to
reflect the information. N.J.S.A. 18A:37-15b.(6)(a).
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o Notification of Parents
o Parents of the involved parties are notified of the alleged incident.

o Notification does not have to be on the same day (but it often does occur
on the same day).

o Notification does not have to occur prior to conducing interviews.

o Interviews & Review of Data
o The ABS (or other appointed staff member), interviews the alleged

offender, victim, and witnesses, as appropriate.
o Parents are not entitled to be present at or participate in student

interviews.

o If a student does not cooperate in the interview process (e.g., refuses to
answer questions), the student’s lack of a response could be deemed an
admission.

o If appropriate, the ABS reviews relevant documents, video, and
electronic communication/posts.

o Second Level: Superintendent
o The results of the investigation shall be reported to the

Superintendent of Schools within two school days of the
completion of the investigation.

o The Superintendent may decide, as a result of the findings,
to do the following:
o Provide intervention services,

o Establish training programs to reduce HIB and/or enhance the school
climate,

o Impose discipline,

o Order counseling, or

o Take or recommend other appropriate action.

o N.J.S.A. 18A:37-15b.(6)(a). This is colloquially referred to as
the “Superintendent’s decision,” even though no written
decision is issued.
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o Third Level: Board of Education

o The results of each investigation shall be reported
to the board of education no later than the next
scheduled board meeting after the investigation
has been completed, along with information on any
services provided, training established, discipline
imposed, or other action taken or recommended by
the Superintendent. N.J.S.A. 18A:37-15b.(6)(c).

o Third Level: Board of Education (cont.)

o The Board must, within five school days after the results of the
investigation are reported to the Board, provide parents or
guardians of the students who are parties to the investigation
with information about the investigation, in accordance with
federal and State law and regulation, including:

o The nature of the investigation;

o Whether the district found evidence of HIB; and

o Whether discipline was imposed or services provided to address
the incident of HIB.

o N.J.S.A. 18A:37-15b.(6)(a). This is typically done via form letter.
Parents are entitled to ask for copies of the investigation
materials, which they can have, provided all other students’
names are redacted (their child’s name should be left intact).
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o Third Level: Board of Education (cont.)
o At the next board of education meeting following its receipt of the report, the Board

shall issue a decision, in writing, to affirm, reject, or modify the Superintendent’s
decision. N.J.S.A. 18A:37-15(b)(6)(e). The Board must issue a decision regardless of
whether the parents have requested a hearing. See also NJDOE’s Anti-Bullying Bill of
Rights Act Questions and Answers (November 2015), p. 13, located at
http://www.state.nj.us/education/genfo/faq/AntiBullyingQA.pdf.

o There is no specific date by which the written decision must be issued; however, given
that the parents’ right to appeal runs based on the date the decision is issued, we
recommend issuing a decision within five days absent unusual circumstances.

o However, the Commissioner of Education recently held that the parents need to
request a hearing “before” the next board meeting takes place. See J.L. o/b/o A.L. v.
Bd. of Educ. of The Bridgewater-Raritan Reg’l Sch. Dist. (Dec. 9, 2016) and the
regulations that go into effect July 1, 2018 require that the parents request a hearing
within 60 days of receipt of the written information.

o Following First Notification
o A parent or guardian may request a hearing before the Board after receiving

the information, and the hearing shall be held within 10 days of the request
(clarified as business days in the adopted regulations). N.J.S.A. 18A:37-
15b.(6)(d). The Board shall meet in executive session for the hearing to protect
the confidentiality of the students. At the hearing the Board may hear from the
School Anti-Bullying Specialist about the incident, recommendations for
discipline or services, and any programs instituted to reduce such incidents.
o *See C.K. and M.K. o/b/o M.K. v. Voorhees regarding procedural violation for not holding the

hearing within 10 days of the request by the parents (even in the summer).

o The regulations that become operative on July 1, 2018 require the hearing within 10 business
days of the request.

o Note: Until July 1, 2018, there is no specific timeline by which a parent must
request a hearing. The Anti-Bullying Task Force recommended that the New
Jersey Department of Education impose a deadline of 45 days after notification
and after receiving comments, the Department of Education adopted 60 days
to request a hearing in the regulations that become operative on July 1, 2018.
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o After the Board’s Decision

o The Board's decision may be appealed to the Commissioner

of Education, in accordance with the procedures set forth in

law and regulation, no later than 90 days after the issuance

of the Board's decision.

o Note: Parents can also file complaints with the Division on

Civil Rights within 180 days of the occurrence of any act of

HIB if they fall under a protected class under the LAD.
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Adoption of HIB Regulations

o On November 1, 2017, the State Board of

Education adopted updated regulations on

harassment, intimidation, and bullying.

o The regulations became effective on January

2, 2018 and become operative on July 1, 2018

and require districts to update their policies.

New Regulation Summary

N.J.A.C. 6A:16-

7.7(a)2viii(2); N.J.A.C. 

6A:16- 7.7(a)2x(1)

Following comments that notification of parents could

result in “outing” students who are gay, lesbian, bisexual,

or transgender, the NJDOE recommended including in the

regulations a provision to require the school district official

to take into account the circumstances of the HIB incident

when providing notification and related information to

parents and guardians of all students involved in the

reported HIB incident.

The NJDOE did not limit the provision to a certain

category, but rather taking into account the protected

category.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2iii Add “a statement that bullying is unwanted, aggressive

behavior that may involve a real or perceived power

imbalance.” The comments also noted that the “mere

existence of a real or perceived power imbalance without

fulfillment of the other criteria is insufficient to find an

incident of HIB.”

Changes Operative July 1, 2018
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New Regulation Summary

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2v and 
2vi(1)

Require districts to take into account “the nature of the student’s
disability, if any, and to the extent relevant” when determining the
appropriate remedial action and consequences for a student who
commits HIB.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2viii Add “committed by an adult or youth against a student” to clarify
that all alleged acts of HIB against a student are to be reported.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2ix(1); 
N.J.A.C. 6A:16-
7.7(a)2ix(1)(A); N.J.A.C. 
6A:16- 7.7(d)

Specify the district’s policy may include a process by which the
principal, or his/her designee, in consultation with the ABS, makes a
preliminary determination as to whether a reported incident or
complaint is a report of an act of HIB if all facts reported are deemed
true prior to initiating an investigation.
Following comments, the NJDOE clarified that the Principal makes
a preliminary determination assuming all facts are true. The
NJDOE also added an appeal of the Principal’s preliminary
determination and failure to initiate an investigation can lead to
disciplinary action. The principal can only make a preliminary
determination if it is permitted in the Board’s policy.

Changes Operative July 1, 2018

New Regulation Summary

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2ix(1) Prohibit the investigation of complaints concerning adult
conduct by an individual who is a member of the same
bargaining unit as the individual who is subject to the
investigation.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2xi, 

xi(1) and (2)

Establish that parents or guardians requesting a hearing before
the district BOE must do so within 60 calendar days after
receiving the written information about the investigation. Add
statutory requirement that the BOE must hold a hearing within
10 business days of the request.
Following comments requesting a 90 day time to appeal, the
NJDOE adopted a 60 day time limit to appeal.

Changes Operative July 1, 2018
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New Regulation Summary

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(a)2ix(2) &

N.J.A.C. 6A:16-7.8(a)3(ii)

N.J.A.C. 6A:16-

7.8(a)3(ix)(9)(A)

Provide a procedure for investigating incidents on district buses
and at district events, and off school grounds for students in
approved private schools for students with disabilities (“PSSD”)
when the complaint is received by the BOE. The district BOE’s
ABS conducts the investigation in consultation with the
approved PSSD.

When the allegation includes students from two sending
districts, the district of the alleged victim shall initiate the
investigation.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16-7.8 The regulation has also been revised to include procedures for
approved PSSD to adopt a policy and to investigate allegations
of HIB by the PSSD. The PSSD has to report the findings to the
sending district BOE within five school days of the
investigations completion.

Changes Operative July 1, 2018

New Regulation Summary

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(d) Remove “school district employee” thereby requiring any

school administrator to initiate or conduct investigations upon

reports of HIB from any individual or may be subject to

disciplinary action.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(e)3 Include “any report(s) and/or findings of the school

safety/school climate team(s)” in the district BOE’s required

annual reevaluation, reassessment, and review of its HIB

policy.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(e)3i 

and (e)4i

Include “law enforcement” in the planning of programs or

other responses to the annual review of the HIB policy and in

the planning of programs, approaches, and initiatives designed

to create school wide conditions to prevent HIB.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(e)5 Include a requirement that when a district BOE revises its HIB

policy, a copy must be submitted to the executive county

superintendent within 30 days.

Changes Operative July 1, 2018
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New Regulation Summary

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(h) Replace the name of the school safety team with “school

safety/school climate team” to reflect its intended role.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16- 7.7(h)1 Specify that the school safety/school climate team consists of the

principal or his or her designee and the following members

appointed by the principal: a teacher in the school; the school

anti-bullying specialist; a parent of a student in the school; and

other members determined by the principal. Also, require that the

team be chaired by the school anti-bullying specialist.

N.J.A.C. 6A:16-

7.7(h)1i and ii

Add rule to specify that parents and other members of the school

safety/school climate team, who are not authorized to access

student records, are limited to general school climate issues and

prohibit them from participating in activities that could

compromise student confidentiality.

Changes Operative July 1, 2018


